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The NJSLS-CLKS provide a framework of concepts and skills to be integrated into the foundational, academic and technical content areas to
prepare students to engage in the postsecondary options of their choice. Though the standard for 9.3 Career and Technical Education remains
unchanged for now, 9.1 Personal Financial Literacy and 9.2 Career Awareness, Exploration, Preparation, and Training have been revised
based on the feedback provided by New Jersey educators.

The personal financial literacy standard promotes not only the exploration of money management but also the psychology of spending and
saving that influences decisions related to finances. From discovering the concept and forms of money to exploring lines of credit and types of
insurance, these standards ensure a robust and comprehensive education in financial literacy from early elementary grades through high
school. A new standard, 9.4 Life Literacies and Key Skills, has been added to ensure our students are prepared with the necessary
knowledge, skills and dispositions to thrive in an interconnected global economy. These standards provide students with a guide to interact in
life and work regardless of the setting or context.

Mission: Career readiness, life literacies and key skills education provides students with the necessary skills to make informed career and
financial decisions, engage as responsible community members in a digital society, and to successfully meet the challenges and opportunities
in an interconnected global economy.

Vision: An education in career readiness, life literacies, and key skills fosters a population that:
● Continually self-reflects and seeks to improve the essential life and career practices that lead to success;
● Uses effective communication and collaboration skills and resources to interact with a global society;
● Possesses financial literacy and responsibility at home and in the broader community;
● Plans, executes, and alters career goals in response to changing societal and economic conditions; and
● Seeks to attain skill and content mastery to achieve success in a chosen career path.

https://www.nj.gov/education/standards/clicks/index.shtml

https://www.nj.gov/education/standards/clicks/index.shtml


Grade: Kindergarten
Subject: 21st Century Career Readiness, Life Literacies, & Key Skills

Unit
Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June
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